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ABSTRACT
Video captioning has been attracting broad research atten-
tion in multimedia community. However, most existing ap-
proaches either ignore temporal information among video
frames or just employ local contextual temporal knowledge.
In this work, we propose a novel video captioning framework,
termed as Bidirectional Long-Short Term Memory (BiLSTM),
which deeply captures bidirectional global temporal struc-
ture in video. Specifically, we first devise a joint visual mod-
elling approach to encode video data by combining a for-
ward LSTM pass, a backward LSTM pass, together with vi-
sual features from Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs).
Then, we inject the derived video representation into the
subsequent language model for initialization. The benefits
are in two folds: 1) comprehensively preserving sequential
and visual information; and 2) adaptively learning dense vi-
sual features and sparse semantic representations for videos
and sentences, respectively. We verify the effectiveness of
our proposed video captioning framework on a commonly-
used benchmark, i.e., Microsoft Video Description (MSVD)
corpus, and the experimental results demonstrate that the
superiority of the proposed approach as compared to several
state-of-the-art methods.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the development of digital media technology and
popularity of Mobile Internet, online visual content has in-
creased rapidly in recent couple of years. Subsequently, vi-
sual content analysis for retrieving [31, 18] and understand-
ing becomes a fundamental problem in the area of multi-
media research, which has motivated world-wide researchers
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to develop advanced techniques. Most previous works, how-
ever, have focused on classification task, such as annotating
an image [9, 19] or video [5, 17, 21, 30] with given fixed la-
bel sets. With some pioneering methods [4, 14] tackling the
challenge of describing images with natural language pro-
posed, visual content understanding has attracted more and
more attention. State-of-the-art techniques for image cap-
tioning have been surpassed by new advanced approaches in
succession [2, 3, 8, 25, 29]. Recent researches [15, 24, 32, 11,
23] have been focusing on describing videos with more com-
prehensive sentences instead of simple keywords. Different
from image, video is sequential data with temporal struc-
ture, which may pose significant challenge to video caption.
Most of the existing works in video description employed
max or mean pooling across video frames to obtain video-
level representation, which failed to capture temporal knowl-
edge. To address this problem, Yao et al. proposed to use 3-
D Convolutional Neural Networks to explore local temporal
information in video clips, where the most relevant temporal
fragments were automatically chosen for generating natural
language description with attention mechanism [32]. In [23],
Venugopanlan et al. implemented a Long-Short Term Mem-
ory (LSTM) network, a variant of Recurrent Neural Net-
works (RNNs), to model the global temporal structure in
whole video snippet. However, these methods failed to ex-
ploit bidirectional global temporal structure, which could
benefit from not only previous video frames, but also in-
formation in future frames. Also, existing video captioning
schemes cannot adaptively learn dense video representation
and generate sparse semantic sentences.
In this work, we propose to construct a novel bidirec-
tional LSTM (BiLSTM) network for video captioning. More
specifically, we design a joint visual modelling to compre-
hensively explore bidirectional global temporal information
in video data by integrating a forward LSTM pass, a back-
ward LSTM pass, together with CNNs features. In order to
enhance the subsequent sentence generation, the obtained
visual representations are then fed into LSTM-based lan-
guage model as initialization. We summarize the main con-
tributions of this work as follows: (1) To our best knowl-
edge, our approach is one of the first to utilize bidirectional
recurrent neural networks for exploring bidirectional global
temporal structure in video captioning; (2) We construct
two sequential processing models for adaptive video repre-
sentation learning and language description generation, re-
spectively, rather than using the same LSTM for both video
frames encoding and text decoding in [23]; and (3) Exten-
sive experiments on a real-world video corpus illustrate the
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Figure 1: The overall flowchart of the proposed
video captioning framework. We first extract CNNs
features of video frames and feed them into forward
pass networks (FU, green box) and backward pass
networks (BU, yellow box). We then combine the
outputs of hidden states together with the original
CNNs features, and pass the integrated sequence
to another LSTM (MU, blue box) to generate final
video representation. We initialize language model
(SU, pink box) with video representation and start
to generate words sequentially with <BOS> token,
and terminate the process until the <EOS> token
is emitted.
superiority of our proposal as compared to state-of-the-arts.
2. THE PROPOSED APPROACH
In this section, we elaborate the proposed video captioning
framework, including an introduction of the overall flowchart
(as illustrated in Figure 1), a brief review of LSTM-based
Sequential Model, the joint visual modelling with bidirec-
tional LSTM and CNNs, as well as the sentence generation
process.
2.1 LSTM-based Sequential Model
With the success in speech recognition and machine trans-
lation tasks, recurrent neural structure, especially LSTM
and its variants, have dominated sequence processing field.
LSTM has been demonstrated to be able to effectively ad-
dress the gradients vanishing or explosion problem [6] dur-
ing back-propagation through time (BPTT) [26] and to ex-
ploit temporal dependencies in very long temporal struc-
ture. LSTM incorporates several control gates and a con-
stant memory cell, the details of which are following:
it = σ (Wixxt +Wihht−1) (1)
ft = σ (Wfxxt +Wihht−1) (2)
ot = σ (Woxxt +Wohht−1) (3)
ct = ft  ct−1 + it  φ (Wcxxt +Wchht−1) (4)
ht = ot  φ (ct) (5)
where Wmn-like matrices are LSTM weight parameters, σ
and φ are denote the sigmoid and hyperbolic non-linear
functions, respectively, and  indicates element-wise mul-
tiplication operation. Inspired by the success of LSTM, we
devise an LSTM-based network to investigate the video tem-
poral structure for video representation. Then initializing
language model with video representation to generate video
description.
2.2 Bidirectional Video Modelling
Different from other video description approaches that
represent video by implementing pooling across frames [24]
or 3-D CNNs with local temporal structure [15], we ap-
ply BiLSTM networks to exploit the bidirectional tempo-
ral structure of video clips. Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) has demonstrated overwhelming performance on im-
age recognition, classification [9] and video content analy-
sis [3, 23]. Therefore, we extract caffe [7] fc7 layer of each
frame through VGG-16 layers [20] caffemodel. Following [23,
24], we sample one frame from every ten frames in the video
and extract the fc7 layer, the second fully-connected layer,
to express selected frames. Then a T -by-4096 feature ma-
trix generated to denote given video clip, where T is the
number of frames we sampled in the video. As in Figure
1, we then implement two LSTMs, forward pass and back-
ward pass, to encode CNNs features of video frames, and
then merge the output sequences at each time point with a
learnt weight matrix. What is interesting is that at each time
point in bidirectional structure, we not only “see” the past
frames, but also “peek” at the future frames. In other words,
our bidirectional LSTM structure encodes video by scanning
the entire video sequence several times (same as the number
of time steps at encoding stage), and each scan is relevant
to its adjacent scans. To investigate the effect of reinforce-
ment of original CNNs feature, we combine the merged hid-
den states of BiLSTM structure and fc7 representation time
step-wise. We further employ another forward pass LSTM
network with incorporated sequence to generate our video
representation. In [27, 28], Wu et al. had demonstrated
that using the output of the last step could perform better
than pooling approach across outputs of all the time steps in
video classification task. Similarly, we represent the entire
video clip using the state of memory cell and output of the
last time point, and feed them into description generator as
initialization of memory cell and hidden unit respectively.
2.3 Generating Video Description
Existing video captioning approaches usually share com-
mon part of visual model and language model as represen-
tation [23, 15], which may lead to severe information loss.
Besides, they also input the same pooled visual vector of
the whole video into every sentence processing unit, thereby
ignoring temporal structure. Such methods may easily re-
sult in undesirable outputs due to the duplicate inputs in
every time point of the new sequence [24]. To address these
issues, we generate descriptions for video clips using a se-
quential model initialized with visual representation. In-
spired by the superior performance of probabilistic sequence
generation machine, we generate each word recurrently at
each time point. Then the log probability of sentence S can
be expressed as below:
log p (S|V ) =
t=N∑
t=1
log p (wt|V,w1, ...wt−1; θ) (6)
where θ denotes all parameters in sentence generation model
and V is the representation of given video, and N indicates
the number of words in sentence. We identify the most likely
sentence by maximizing the log likelihood in Equation (6),
then our object function can be described as:
θ∗ = argmax
θ
t=N∑
t=1
log p (S|V ; θ) (7)
The optimizer updates θ with θ∗ across the entire training
process applying Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD). Dur-
ing training phrase, the loss is back propagated through time
and each LSTM unit learns to derive an appropriate hidden
representation ht from input sequence. We then implement
the Softmax function to get the probability distribution over
the words in the entire vocabulary.
At the beginning of the sentence generation, as depicted in
Figure 1, an explicit starting token (<BOS>) is needed and
we terminate each sentence when the end-of-sentence token
(<EOS>) is feeding in. During test phrase, similar to [23],
our language model takes the word wt−1 with maximum
likelihood as input at time t repeatedly until the <EOS>
token is emitted.
3. EXPERIMENTS
3.1 Dataset
Video Dataset: We evaluate our approach by conduct-
ing experiments on the Microsoft Research Video Descrip-
tion (MSVD) [1] corpus, which is description for a collection
of 1,970 video clips. Each video clip depicts a single action
or a simple event, such as “shooting”, “cutting”, “playing
the piano” and “cooking”, which with the duration between
8 seconds to 25 seconds. There are roughly 43 available
sentences per video and 7 words in each sentence at aver-
age. Following the majority of prior works [15, 24, 23, 32],
we split entire dataset into training, validation and test set
with 1200, 100 and 670 snippets, respectively.
Image Dataset: Comparing to other LSTM structure
and deep networks, the size of video dataset for caption task
is small, thereby we apply transferring learning from image
description. COCO 2014 image description dataset [13] has
been used to perform experiments frequently [8, 3, 2, 29],
which consists of more than 120,000 images, about 82,000
and 40,000 images for training and test respectively. We
pre-train our language model on COCO 2014 training set
first, then transfer learning on MSVD with integral video
description model.
3.2 Experimental Setup
3.2.1 Preprocessing
Description Processing: Some minimal preprocessing
has been implemented to the descriptions in both MSVD
and COCO 2014 datasets. We first employ word tokenize
operation in NLTK toolbox1 to obtain individual words, and
then convert all words to lower-case. All punctuation are
removed, and then we start each sentence with <BOS> and
end with <EOS>. Finally, we combine the sets of words in
MSVD with COCO 2014, and generate a vocabulary with
12,984 unique words. Each word input to our system is
represented by one-hot vector.
Video Preprocessing: As previous video description
works [24, 23, 15] , we sample video frames once in every ten
frames, then these frames could represent given video and
1http://www.nltk.org
28.5 frames for each video averagely. We extract frame-wise
caffe fc7 layer features using VGG-16 layers model, then
feed the sequential feature into our video caption system.
3.2.2 Model
We employ a bidirectional S2VT [23] and a joint bidi-
rectional LSTM structure to investigate the performance of
our bidirectional approach. For convenient comparison, we
set the size of hidden unit of all LSTMs in our system to
512 as [15, 23], except for the first video encoder in unidi-
rectional joint LSTM. During training phrase, we set 80 as
maximum number of time steps of LSTM in all our mod-
els and a mini-batch with 16 video-sentence pairs. We note
that over 99% of the descriptions in MSVD and COCO 2014
contain no more than 40 words, and in [23], Venugopalan et
al. pointed out that 94% of the YouTube training videos
satisfy our maximum length limit. To ensure sufficient vi-
sual content, we adopt two ways to truncate the videos and
sentences adaptively when the sum of the number of frames
and words exceed the limit. If the number of words is within
40, we arbitrarily truncate the frames to satisfy the maxi-
mum length. When the length of sentence is more than 40,
we discard the words that beyond the length and take video
frames with a maximum number of 40.
Bidirectional S2VT: Similar to [23], we implement sev-
eral S2VT-based models: S2VT, bidirectional S2VT and re-
inforced S2VT with bidirectional LSTM video encoder. We
conduct experiment on S2VT using our video features and
LSTM structure instead of the end-to-end model in [23],
which need original RGB frames as input. For bidirec-
tional S2VT model, we first pre-train description generator
on COCO 2014 for image caption. We next implement for-
ward and backward pass for video encoding and merge the
hidden states step-wise with a learnt weight while the lan-
guage layer receives merged hidden representation with null
padded as words. We also pad the inputs of forward LSTM
and backward LSTM with zeros at decoding stage, and con-
catenate the merged hidden states to embedded words. In
the last model, we regard merged bidirectional hidden states
as complementary enhancement and concatenate to original
fc7 features to obtain a reinforced representation of video,
then derive sentence from new feature using the last LSTM.
The loss is computed only at decoding stage in all S2VT-
based models.
Joint-BiLSTM: Different from S2VT-based models, we
employ a joint bidirectional LSTM networks to encode video
sequence and decode description applying another LSTM re-
spectively rather than sharing the common one. We stack
two layers of LSTM networks to encode video and pre-train
language model as in S2VT-based models. Similarly, uni-
directional LSTM, bidirectional LSTM and reinforced BiL-
STM are executed to investigate the performance of each
structure. We set 1024 hidden units of the first LSTM in uni-
directional encoder so that the output could pass to the sec-
ond encoder directly, and the memory cell and hidden state
of the last time point are applied to initialize description
decoder. Bidirectional structure and reinforced BiLSTM in
encoder are implemented similarly to the corresponding type
structure in S2VT-based models, respectively, and then feed
the video representation into description generator as the
unidirectional model aforementioned.
3.3 Results and Analysis
Uni: a person is cutting a potato.
Bi: a person is slicing a potato.
Re: a person is peeling a potato.
Uni: a man is playing.
Bi: a man is playing a piano.
Re: a man is playing the piano.
Uni: a man is playing on a stage.
Bi: a group of a man is dancing.
Re: a group of people are dancing.
Uni: a man is riding a bike.
Bi: a man is riding on a motorcycle.
Re: a man is riding a motorcycle.
Figure 2: Video captioning examples of our pro-
posed method. “Uni” in color blue, “Bi” in color
brown and “Re” in color black are unidirectional
Joint-LSTM, bidirectional Joint-LSTM and rein-
forced Joint-BiLSTM model, respectively.
Table 1: Comparison results of unidirectional, bidi-
rectional structures and reinforced BiLSTM in both
S2VT-based and joint LSTMs structure with ME-
TEOR (reported in percentage, higher is better).
Model METEOR
S2VT-unidirectional 28.7
S2VT-bidirectional 28.6
S2VT-BiLSTM reinfored 29.5
Joint-LSTM unidirectional 29.5
Joint-LSTM bidirectional 29.9
Joint-BiLSTM reinforced 30.3
BLEU [16], METEOR [10], ROUGE-L [12] and CIDEr [22]
are common evaluation metrics in image and video descrip-
tion, the first three were originally proposed to evaluate ma-
chine translation at the earliest and CIDEr was proposed
to evaluate image description with sufficient reference sen-
tences. To quantitatively evaluate the performance of our
bidirectional recurrent based approach, we adopt METEOR
metric because of its robust performance. Contrasting to
the other three metrics, METEOR could capture semantic
aspect since it identifies all possible matches by extracting
exact matcher, stem matcher, paraphrase matcher and syn-
onym matcher using WordNet database, and compute sen-
tence level similarity scores according to matcher weights.
The authors of CIDEr also argued for that METEOR out-
performs CIDEr when the reference set is small [22].
We first compare our unidirectional, bidirectional struc-
tures and reinforced BiLSTM. As shown in Table 1, in S2VT-
based model, bidirectional structure performs very little lower
score than unidirectional structure while it shows the oppo-
site results in joint LSTM case. It may be caused by the pad
at description generating stage in S2VT-based structure. We
note that BiLSTM reinforced structure gains more than 3%
improvement than unidirectional-only model in both S2VT-
based and joint LSTMs structures, which means that com-
bining bidirectional encoding of video representation is ben-
eficial to exploit some additional temporal structure in video
encoder (Figure 2). On structure level, Table 1 illustrates
that our Joint-LSTMs based models outperform all S2VT
based models correspondingly. It demonstrates our Joint-
LSTMs structure benefits from encoding video and decoding
natural language separately.
Table 2: Comparing with several state-of-the-art
models (reported in percentage, higher is better).
Model METEOR
LSTM 26.9
Joint-LSTM unidirectinal (ours) 29.5
S2VT [23]
-RGB (VGG) 29.2
-RGB (VGG)+Flow (AlexNet) 29.8
LSTM-E (VGG) [15] 29.5
LSTM-E (C3D) [15] 29.9
Yao et al. [32] 29.6
Joint-BiLSTM reinforced (ours) 30.3
We also evaluate our Joint-BiLSTM structure by compar-
ing with several other state-of-the-art baseline approaches,
which exploit either local or global temporal structure. As
shown in Table 2, our Joint-BiLSTM reinforced model out-
performs all of the baseline methods. The result of “LSTM”
in first row refer from [15] and the last row but one denotes
the best model combining local temporal structure using
C3D with global temporal structure utilizing temporal at-
tention in [32]. From the first two rows, our unidirectional
joint LSTM shows rapid improvement, and comparing with
S2VT-VGG model in line 3, it also demonstrates some supe-
riority. Even LSTM-E jointly models video and descriptions
representation by minimizing the distance between video
and corresponding sentence, our Joint-BiLSTM reinforced
obtains better performance from bidirectional encoding and
separated visual and language models.
We observed that while our unidirectional S2VT has the
same deployment as [23], our model gives a little poorer
performance(line 1, Table 1 and line 3, Table 2). As men-
tioned in Section 3.2.2, they employed an end-to-end model
reading original RGB frames and fine-tuning on the VGG
caffemodel. The features of frames from VGG fc7 layer
are more compatible to MSVD dataset and the description
task. However, our joint LSTM demonstrates better per-
formance with general features rather than specific ones for
data, even superior to their model with multiple feature as-
pects (RGB + Flow, line 4, Table 2), which means that our
Joint-BiLSTM could show more powerful descriptive ability
in end-to-end case. Certainly, We would investigate effect of
end-to-end type of our Joint-BiLSTM in future works.
4. CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORKS
In this paper, we introduced a sequence to sequence ap-
proach to describe video clips with natural language. The
core of our method was, we applied two LSTM networks for
the visual encoder and natural language generator compo-
nent of our model. In particular, we encoded video sequences
with a bidirectional Long-Short Term Memory (BiLSTM)
network, which could effectively capture the bidirectional
global temporal structure in video. Experimental results on
MSVD dataset demonstrated the superior performance over
many other state-of-the-art methods.
We also note some limitations in our model, such as end-
to-end framework employed in [23] and distance measured
in [15]. In the future we will make more effort to fix these
limitations and exploit the linguistic domain knowledge in
visual content understanding.
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